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[57] ABSTRACT 

A method and apparatus to be used with a motor controller 
for determining the degree of rotor winding failure and 
stator winding failure using current zero crossing times of 
the stator winding currents. An error signal sequence, con 
sisting of phase angle errors between consecutive zero 
crossings over a sampling period, is generated and analyzed 
in different regions of interest in either the time or frequency 
domain, producing signals with varying amplitudes, the 
signal amplitudes together with other motor parameter mea 
surements being used to determine the degree of rotor 
winding failure and stator winding failure. 

23 Claims, 6 Drawing Sheets 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
PREDICTING WINDING FAILURE USING 

ZERO CROSSING TIMES 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

The present invention relates to techniques for predicting 
rotor winding failure, and predicting stator winding failure; 
and particularly to techniques which utilize current zero 
crossing times of stator currents to predict stator and rotor 
winding failure. 

2. Description of the Art 
One type of commonly designed induction motor is a 

three-phase motor having three Y-connected stator wind 
ings. In this type of motor, each stator winding is connected 
to anAC-voltage source by a separate supply line, the source 
generating an alternating current therein. 
As the stator currents alternate, a wave of magnetic ?eld 

?ux, directed radially toward the rotor, rotates around the 
axis of the motor. The relative motion between the stator ?ux 
wave and the rotor windings induces an alternating voltage 
and current in each of the rotor windings. The alternating 
rotor currents, in turn, produce a magnetic rotor ?ux, 
directed radially toward the stator. Because of the interaction 
between the ?ux ?elds, the rotor experiences a force tending 
to rotate the rotor as the stator currents alternate. 

While modern power stations supply well-balanced three» 
phase voltages having identical periods and amplitudes and 
having phases which differ by exactly 120 degrees, it is not 
uncommon for the voltages at the point of utilization in AC 
motors to be unbalanced. Unbalanced stator terminal volt 
ages, and the resulting unbalanced stator currents, are gen 
erally recognized as undesirable for a plurality of reasons. 

Asymmetrical stator and rotor windings are two sources 
of unbalanced stator winding voltages and currents. While 
great effort is taken to manufacture symmetrical stator and 
rotor windings, over the course of time, windings can 
become asymmetrical as their properties change though 
heavy industrial use. Asymmetrical stator windings produce 
unbalanced currents through the three stator windings. 
Even where stator windings are symmetrical, if the rotor 

windings become asymmetrical, the rotor ?ux will be unbal 
anced. As known in the art, rotor ?ux induces back EMFs in 
the stator windings. If the rotor ?ux is unbalanced, the back 
EMFs are also unbalanced and in?uence the stator currents. 
Thus, asymmetrical rotor windings can act as a second 
source of stator current unbalance. 

Importantly, even a small supply voltage unbalance can 
result in a relatively large current unbalance in the stator 
windings of a three-phase motor. This phenomenon can be 
understood by representing an unbalanced voltage as a 
combination of a nonnal three-phase positive sequence 
voltage component, plus a small negative sequence voltage, 
which on its own would drive the motor in the reverse 
direction. 

As well known in the art, the stator windings present only 
a very small impedance to the negative sequence voltage 
component. As current equals voltage divided by imped 
ance, dividing the negative sequence voltage by a small 
impedance produces a large negative current component. In 
some cases, where there is a 3% voltage unbalance, as a 
result of the negative current component the stator current 
unbalance might be as high as l8%-24%. 

Unbalanced currents deliver uneven power to the rotor 
and thus produce undesirable torque pulsations and motor 
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2 
vibrations. The vibrational forces caused by the vibrating 
motor accelerate deterioration of the mechanical compo 
nents of the motor including the rotor and stator windings. 
If the motor is operating at or near its fully-rated load, the 
rotor and the stator windings carrying increased current heat 
up unnecessarily. While extreme overheating may trip an 
overload relay to switch off the motor and protect it from 
burning out, lesser degrees of unbalance usually go 
unchecked as the heat generated is insu?icient to trip the 
overload relay. 

Excess heat causes motor insulation to age at an acceler 
ated rate and causes accelerated deterioration and evapora 
tion of the bearing and other lubricants both of which 
shorten the useful life of a motor. In addition, the excess 
motor heat is lost energy which means the motor is running 
inef?ciently. 

Thus, predicting stator winding and rotor winding faults 
is important in order to prolong the useful life of a motor, 
and to prevent unexpected motor failure which may interrupt 
important processes. However, predicting winding failure 
before catastrophic failure occurs is complicated by the fact 
that winding deterioration is a slow, gradual process up to a 
point, after which there may be a sharp increase in asym 
metry and thus a sharp increase in the potential for motor 
damage. If winding failure can be detected at an early stage, 
preventative maintenance can be scheduled, and causes of 
failure investigated, at convenient times, without disrupting 
operations. 

Because the effects of stator and rotor failure are not 
easily observed, in many instances, failure cannot be 
detected until after costly motor damage has resulted. The 
motor control industry has not come up with a simple way 
to discover the initial signs of eventual winding failure. 
Because most industrial size stators and rotors have complex 
winding patterns, it is not practical to predict motor failure 
from a visual inspection of the windings. Furthermore, even 
where a motor employs relatively simple winding con?gu 
rations, it would be extremely burdensome for a user to 
dismantle a motor on a regular basis in order to inspect the 
windings for damage. 
One way to predict stator and rotor winding failure might 

be to use sensors which could track stator current unbalance 
to discover the initial signs of failure. However, an elemen 
tary measurement of the magnitude of current unbalance is 
not helpful as there are many sources of unbalance in 
addition to winding asymmetry (i.e. non-uniform distribu 
tion of electrical load, unmatched transmission impedance 
between the source and the motor . . . ). The source to which 

unbalance is attributable cannot be deciphered simply by 
tracking the extent of unbalance. 

Therefore, it would be helpful to have a method and/or an 
apparatus for use with a motor controller which could 
predict stator winding and rotor winding failure at an early 
stage of deterioration using the computational abilities of the 
motor controller. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention is a method for predicting stator 
winding failure and rotor winding failure by observing 
current zero crossing times of stator currents. The method is 
to be used with a motor controller which-provides stator 
winding currents at a frequency of X cycles per second and 
indicates zero crossing times when each phase current 
reaches or crosses zero. The controller also provides a set of 
healthy rotor signal data, an acceptable rotor error value, and 
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a sampling period. The motor has p poles. The method 
comprises the steps of generating a plurality of error signals 
over the sampling period, each error signal indicating the 
variation in the interval between consecutive current zero 
crossings, the error signals together have a frequency spec 
trum indicative of the time variations of the interval, ana 
lyzing the error signal spectrum to determine a signal 
amplitude of a dominant signal component within a region 
of interest, the region of interest being within K((2X/p)—n) 
and K(2X/p) Hz, where n is less than 2x/p and K is an 
integer, determining a slip value indicating the difference 
between stator current frequency and the rotor speed fre 
quency, multiplying the signal amplitude by the slip value to 
produce a rotor signal, and comparing the rotor signal to the 
healthy rotor signal data to produce a rotor error signal 
indicative of the degree of rotor winding failure. 

Therefore, it is one object of the invention to produce a 
method by which a conventional motor controller can pre 
dict rotor winding failure using information already known 
to the controller. Many motor controllers already measure 
current zero crossing times to monitor and control other 
various parameters, and thus, no additional hardware is 
needed to predict the degree of rotor winding failure. Fur 
thermore, no additional measurements are needed to predict 
the degree of failure. 

Another object of the invention is to take advantage of a 
newly realized relationship between rotor winding failure 
and stator current zero crossing information. It has been 
realized that a small back EMF in the stator caused by rotor 
unbalance produces a periodic distortion in the stator current 
thus periodically affecting the current zero crossings. As the 
rotor frequency is slightly less than the stator current fre 
quency in an induction motor due to slip, the approximate 
rotor frequency is known. By generating an error signal 
spectrum representative of the periodic ?uctuations between 
consecutive current zero crossings, and then distilling a rotor 
component within the approximate rotor frequency range, 
the rotor frequency can be ascertained. As the rotor is 
normally the only source of unbalance in its frequency 
range, the amplitude of the rotor component is indicative of 
the extent of unbalance due to, and thus the degree of failure 
of the rotor windings. 
The step of generating a plurality of error signals may 

include the steps of receiving and measuring the time of 
occurrences of consecutive zero crossing signals from the 
motor controller, subtracting each zero crossing time from a 
preceding consecutive zero crossing time to produce a 
plurality of difference values, and subtracting the mean 
difference value which is 1/6th of the stator period from each 
difference value to produce the plurality of error signals, 
which vary about zero. 

After obtaining the spectrum of the error signals, the step 
of analyzing the error signal spectrum may include the step 
of determining a signal frequency of said dominant rotor 
component which will be a measurement of motor speed, 
and the step of determining a slip value may include the 
steps of dividing the signal frequency by 2X/p to produce a 
frequency ratio and subtracting the frequency ratio from the 
integer one to produce the slip value. 

Thus, another object of the invention is to take advantage 
of a newly realized relationship between rotor speed and 
stator current zero crossing information to determine a slip 
value.‘ As discussed above, the rotor frequency can be 
ascertained from an observation of the ?uctuation between 
consecutive zero crossings. Then, as both rotor frequency 
and stator ?ux frequency are known, the slip value can easily 
be determined as known in the art. 
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4 
In the alternative, the controller may provide a slip value 

and the step of determining a slip may include the step of 
receiving the slip value from the controller. 
The step of obtaining the error signal spectrum may 

include the steps of performing a fast Fourier transform on 
the sequence of error signals to produce an FFT spectrum 
and examining said FFT spectrum within the frequency 
region of interest to ?nd a signal frequency and a signal 
amplitude. 

In a preferred method, the step of analyzing the error 
signal spectrum includes the steps of passing the sequence of 
error signals through a bandpass ?lter passing signals having 
a frequency within the region of interest, to produce a rotor 
component and determining a signal frequency and a signal 
amplitude of the rotor component. 

The method of the present invention is particularly useful 
where p is 4, X is 60 Hz, n is at most 3 Hz, K is l, and the 
predetermined period is approximately one second. The 
method may also include the step of displaying the rotor 
error signal. The present invention also includes an appara 
tus to be used with the above described method and motor 
controller. 

The present invention also includes a method for predict 
ing stator winding failure. This method is to be used with a 
motor controller wherein the controller provides three phase 
supply line voltages and stator winding currents at a fre 
quency of X Hz and indicates zero crossing times when each 
current crosses or becomes zero. The controller also pro 
vides a set of stator signal data and a sampling period, the 
motor being of a design having p poles. 

This method comprises the steps of generating a plurality 
of error signals over the sampling period, each error signal 
indicating the variation in interval between consecutive 
current zero crossings, generating an error signal frequency 
spectrum from the sequence of error signals, analyzing the 
error signal spectrum to determine a harmonic amplitude of 
a stator component of the error signal spectrum at 2X Hz 
which is the second harmonic of the supply frequency, the 
harmonic amplitude being the ?rst element in a coordinate 
pair, sampling supply voltages over the sampling period, 
splitting the supply voltages into a positive sequence voltage 
and a negative sequence voltage, dividing the negative 
sequence voltage by the positive sequence voltage to pro 
duce a voltage ratio, the voltage ratio being the second 
coordinate in the coordinate pair, the harmonic amplitude 
and the voltage ratio together forming a coordinate pair, and 
comparing the coordinate pair to the stator signal data to 
produce a stator error signal. 

Thus, another object of the invention is to produce a 
method by which a conventional motor controller can deter 
mine the degree of stator winding failure using information 
already known to the controller. As current zero crossing 
times and supply voltages are already measured by the 
motor controller in order to control other motor parameters, 
no additional hardware is needed to determine the degree of 
stator winding failure. Furthermore, no additional measure 
ments are needed to determine the degree of stator winding 
failure. 

Another object of the invention is to take advantage of a 
newly realized relationship between stator winding failure 
and current zero crossing information. It has been realized 
that stator winding failure caused periodic distortions at a 
frequency of 2X Hz in the stator current, thus periodically 
aifecting the current zero crossing times. By generating an 
error signal spectrum representative of the period ?uctua 
tions between consecutive current zero crossings, and then 
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distilling a 2X frequency stator component, information 
regarding the degree of stator winding failure can be ascer 
tained. _ 

Yet another object of the invention is to correlate zero 
crossing information with other measured motor parameters 
to separate the unbalance due to stator winding failure at 2X 
Hz from unbalance due to other sources at 2X Hz. As both 
the supply and the stator windings affect the stator compo 
nent at 2X Hz by forming a coordinate pair including the 
harmonic amplitude and the voltage ratio, and then compar 
ing the coordinate pair to the stator signal data, the negative 
sequence voltage due to the supply can be eliminated and a 
new harmonic amplitude due solely to the degree of stator 
winding failure can be determined. 

In a preferred method, the set of stator signal data includes 
data describing a curve on a graph, the curve representing 
harmonic amplitudes plotted against voltage ratios. The 
degree of stator winding fault is revealed by the deviation in 
the distance of the harmonic amplitude of the curve from 
zero at the position where the voltage ratio co-ordinate is 
zero, being different for each curve, and the step of com 
paring the coordinate pair to the stator signal data includes 
the steps of locating a coordinate point on one of the curves, 
the coordinate point corresponding to the coordinate pair, 
determining on which curve said coordinate point is located, 
and producing the error signal indicating on which curve the 
coordinate point is located. 
The invention also includes an apparatus to be used with 

a motor controller for predicting both rotor and stator 
winding failure. Other and further aspects of the present 
invention will become apparent during the course of the 
following description and by reference to the accompanying 
drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a motor and a controller 
which incorporates the present invention; 

FIGS. 2(a) and 2(b) are graphs illustrating the voltage 
across and current through a pair of SCR’s in FIG. 1 as a 
function of time; 

FIGS. 3(a), 3(b) and 3(0) are graphs illustrating the 
currents through the three supply lines in FIG. 1 as a 
function of time; 

FIG. 4 is a vector diagram showing the geometric rela 
tionship between currents and phase angles in a three phase 
motor; 

FIG. 5 is a ?ow chart depicting the operation of the 
control signal module which takes notch and zero crossing 
information and determines a value indicative of the degree 
of rotor winding failure; 

FIG. 6 is a flow chart depicting the operation of the 
control signal module which determines a value indicative 
of the degree of stator winding failure; and 

FIG. 7 is a graph illustrating the ?uctuations in phase 
angles between consecutive current zero crossing times as a 
function of both the degree of stator winding failure and the 
degree of unbalance in supply voltage. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

The present invention will be described in the context of 
the exemplary motor control system 10 shown in FIG. 1. The 
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6 
control system 10 detects zero crossing times on, and line 
voltages across, each of three stator windings 20, 22, and 24 
in a manner to be described below, and uses that information 
to predict both stator and rotor failure. 

The induction motor 12 has three stator windings 20, 22, 
24 which are coupled in aY-con?guration at neutral node 26. 
The distal end of each stator winding 20, 22, or 24 is 
connected to a supply line 14, 16, or 18 at a motor terminal 
28, 30, or 32 respectively. The phase of the voltage on 
supply line 14 leads the phase of the voltage on supply line 
16 which in turn leads the phase voltage on supply line 18. 

The motor control system 10 consists of a control module 
34, a thyristor switch module 36, and a plurality of other 
components which will be described in more detail below. 
Within the control module 34, there is an SCR voltage 
sensor 23 which feeds current zero crossing information to 
a microprocessor 19. 

The thyristor switch module 36 has three separate thyris 
tor switches 40, 42, 44. Each thyristor switch 40, 42, 44 
consists of a pair of inversely connected silicon controlled 
recti?ers (SCR’s). Each thyristor switch 40, 42, 44 is used 
to control the voltage on, and current through, an associated 
supply line 14, 16 or 18 for altering current supplied to, and 
voltage across the terminals of the motor 12. 

Referring also to FIGS. 2(a) and 2(b), the current and 
voltage on a single supply line 14, 16 or 18 may be 
compared to the current and voltage of the AC source 15. In 
FIG. 2(a), the supply voltage 27 is sinusoidal. The terminal 
voltage 29 is generally identical to the supply voltage 27, 
except for during a small non-conducting time, or notch 17 
having a duration of Y, which is introduced into each half 
cycle of supply voltage 27. The notch 17 is introduced into 
the supply voltage 27 each time an associated line current 31 
becomes Zero. The line current 31 remains zero until the end 
of the notch 17, at which time the current 31 continues a 
pulsating waveform having a fundamental frequency sinu 
soidal component 33 which generally lags the terminal 
voltage 29 by the angle of the power factor of the motor. The 
fundamental component of the line current reaches zero in 
the middle of notch 17. 

The control system 10 used with the present invention 
alters RMS supply line current by controlling the period of 
notch 17. During the duration 7, the thyristor pair comprising 
one thyristor switch 40, 42 or 44 and connecting one stator 
winding 20, 22 or 24 to the voltage source operates as an 
open circuit, so that, instead of observing the sinusoidal 
supply voltage at the terminal 28, 30 or 32, an internally 
generated motor back EMF voltage 76 may be seen. This 
gives the notch 17 in the observed waveform at the terminal 
28, 30 or 32. 

Generating an Error Signal Spectrum 
In order to understand how the control module 34 predicts 

both rotor and stator failure, it is necessary to understand the 
relationships between voltages, currents and phase angles in 
a three phase system. Referring to FIGS. 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c), 
the three curves represent line currents Ia, Ib and IE corre 
sponding to voltages Va, Vb and Vc on the supply lines 14, 
16, 18 respectively. For an induction motor with symmetri 
cal windings and a balanced three phase supply voltage, 

V) +‘V>,,+V> =0; a c (1) 
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where oak, (PM, (1)“, are the phase angles between the zero 
crossing points for the fundamental components of the three 
phase currents I,,, II, and IC. 

Referring also to FIG. 4, because of the relationships 
between currents Ia, Ib, and Ic and their associated phase 
angles ‘Dab, (PM, and (1)“ expressed in Equations 3, 4, and 5, 
these currents and angles can be represented by a triangle 
where the sides correspond to current magnitudes I+e,rar 
law, I, I+e,rar 1b,“, I, and I+e,rar ICHZ I and the angles 
correspond to phase angles (bah, ow and (pm. Using well 
known geometric theorems, the relationships between the 
current magnitudes and phase angles in FIG. 4 can be 
represented as: 

(8) 

I+e,rar rm, I=G* sin (104,,,,). (9) 

It can be seen from Equations 7, 8, and 9 that the amplitudes 
of the currents Ia, Ib, and Ic are proportional to the phase 
angles obs, (PM, and ¢ab respectively. 

Therefore, when all the phase angles (PM, (PM, and (bub are 
equal to 60°, I+e,rar law‘, I, I+e,rar Ilme I, and I+e,rar IBM, I 
are equal and the system is balanced. When any phase angle 
obs, q)“, or It“, is not equal to 60°, the system is unbalanced. 
Thus, by determining the phase angles (1),”, (pm, and oak 
information concerning unbalance can be obtained. 

Referring again to FIGS. 3(a), 3(b) and 3(0), points z,,, 21,, 
and Zr are the instances when currents reach zero. Points fa, 
f,,, and f7 are the ?ring times of the thyristor switches 40, 42, 
44. The notches 'y,,, 'y,,, and Y8 are the intervals between 
associated z and f points. Since the fundamental component 
of line current mainly determines the operating performance 
of an induction motor, the phase angles oab, obc, and om 
between the three phase fundamental current components 
are of particular interest. In FIGS. 3(a), 3(b), and 3(a), ma, 
mb, and rnC represent the zero crossing points for the 
fundamental component of each line current Ia, Ib, and Ic and 
are the midpoints between associated z and f points. 

Referring again to FIG. 1, most motor controllers 34 
directly monitor the voltage across the thyristors 40, 42, 44. 
In FIG. 1, each supply line 14, 16, or 18 is coupled by a 
separate resistor 78, 80, or 82 to the inputs of the SCR 
voltage sensor 23. Resistors 90, 91, and 92 couple motor 
terminals 28, 30, and 32 to inputs of the SCR voltage sensor 
23. ‘ 

Six additional resistors 84-89, couple the inputs of the 
SCR voltage sensor 23 to a control circuit ground 70, 
thereby forming voltage dividers with resistors 78, 80, 82, 
90, 91, and 92. The SCR voltage sensor 23 determines the 
times at which each thyristor 40, 42, 44 is conducting and 
therefore eifectively short circuited. At these times, the 
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8 
current in an associated line 14, 16, or 18 crosses zero. When 
the SCR voltage sensor 23 detects a zero crossing za, zb, or 
ZC, it sends a signal to the microprocessor 19 along line 13. 

Referring to FIG. 5, the microprocessor 19 carries out a 
number of different functions which are incorporated in 
computer code. It should be understood that while these 
functions are described as being implemented in software, 
they could be implemented in discrete solid state hardware 
as well, or part in hardware and part in software. 
As the microprocessor 19 controls the thyristors 40, 42, 

and 44, the microprocessor 19 controls and therefore holds 
values for the notch durations ya, 'y,,, and 'yc. The micropro 
cessor 19 includes a midpoint calculator 50 which receives 
both zero crossing Zn, Zb, Z6 and notch duration 7,, 7b, 76 
information 51. With this information, the midpoint calcu 
lator 50 can determines midpoints ma, mb and me according 
to the following equations: 

'Yn (10) 
mu=Za+T 1 

Yb (11) 
mb=Zb+T nmd 

(12) 
mc=zc+ 2 

As indicated above, these are the zero crossing points of the 
fundamental components of the line currents. 
A set of signals of a magnitude easily useable for signal 

processing, representing the difference between midpoints 
m,,, m, and Inc are derived. To accomplish this task, the 
midpoints ma, mb and mc, 53, are provided to a phase angle 
interval calculator 55 which determines the phase angles 
(bah, (1),“, and 41m, 57 between consecutive midpoints ma, mb, 
and 111C according to the following equations: 

¢ab=mb—ma; (13) 

‘PbFmFmb; and (14) 

aims-m6- (15) 

Next, a phase angle error calculator 58 receives phase angles 
(bah, obc, and om, 57, and subtracts 1/6th of a stator supply 
current cycle period, or 17 (60° in the preferred embodiment), 
from each phase angle ‘tab, (the, and om according to the 
following equations: 

Cb.=¢b.—¢; (l6) 

Laban-r; and (17) 

Edam-1 (18) 

to produce phase angle errors gab, Cm, and QM. Preferably, 
a series of phase angle errors is calculated over a period of 
approximately one second. In a preferred embodiment, 
operating at 60 Hz, calculations over approximately one 
second would yield 360 phase angle errors. All of the phase 
angle errors are stored in a mass storage unit (not shown) as 
an error signal sequence 59. 

Predicting Rotor Failure From Error Signal 
Spectrum 

Every source of unbalance, whether it be in the stator, the 
rotor, the supply, or some environmental source, effects the 
phase angles between successive current zero crossings and 
thus changes the error signal sequence 59. Some of the 
sources of unbalance are erratic while others are periodic. 
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Importantly, asymmetrical rotor windings act as a source of 
substantially periodic variations in the error signals 59 
varying at the rotor speed frequency or harmonics of this 
frequency. 
As a rotor rotates, current therein produces a rotor mag 

netic ?eld directed radially outward toward the stator. Just as 
the stator magnetic ?eld induces a voltage in the rotor 
windings, so to the rotor magnetic ?eld induces a voltage, or 
back EMF, in the stator windings. Where rotor windings or 
the magnetic core are asymmetrical, the stator back EMF is 
unbalanced and the stator currents are affected to show small 
variations dependent on the rotor unbalance and speed. 
The variations in stator current show up in the error 

signals 59 as a series of phase angle deviations. The fre 
quency spectrum 61 of the phase angle deviations includes 
a component which may be identi?ed whose frequency is 
identical to the speed of the rotor. 

Thus, by determining the frequency of the rotor compo 
nent, the rotor speed can be determined. 

In addition, it has been observed that the degree of phase 
angle deviation increases at the rotor frequency as the degree 
of rotor asymmetry is increased. Importantly, as the degree 
of phase angle deviation increases, the amplitude of the rotor 
component of the error signal spectrum 61 also increases 
and thus, the amplitude of the rotor component is indicative 
of the degree of rotor winding failure. Thus, by observing 
the rotor component of the error signal spectrum 61, both the 
frequency of the rotor and information pertaining to the 
degree of rotor winding failure can be acquired. 
Under normal circumstances the only source of unbalance 

acting at the rotor frequency is the rotor. Therefore, by 
comparing the amplitude of the rotor component during 
motor operation to the rotor component amplitude data from 
the same motor at an early stage in its lifetime when its rotor 
was known to be in good condition, a difference in rotor 
component amplitude can be used as an indicator of the 
degree of rotor failure. 

For a p-pole motor operating at X cycles per second, the 
rotor frequency will be within a region of interest between 
K((2X/p)~n) and K(ZX/p) Hz, where n is a number chosen 
by the controller designer usually on the order of 1, 2, or 3, 
but not necessarily an integer, and K is an integer. K need not 
be included in calculating the region of interest but allows 
harmonic frequencies to be studied. The e?’ects of a periodic 
distortion in stator current often show up at multiples of their 
lowest frequency. 

Thus, for a motor having 4 poles and driven with an 
alternating stator current at 60 Hz running at a typical speed 
in the range of 27 to 30 Hz (1620 to 1800 rpm) and an n 
value of 3, the error signal spectrum 59 should be evaluated 
to ?nd a rotor component having a frequency within the 
region between 27 and 30 Hz. In addition, similar harmonic 
components could be located in regions between 54 and 60 
Hz, 81 and 90 Hz . . . (e.g. where Kis 2, 3, 4...). 

This disclosure will focus on the lowest region of interest 
where K is l, the motor has four poles, and the motor is 
operating at 60 Hz. Under these circumstances, the stator 
?ux rotational frequency is at 30 Hz while the rotor fre 
quency will normally be between 27 and 30 Hz, just a few 
Hz less than the stator ?ux frequency. This is because the 
operation of an induction motor requires some slip s 
between the stator ?eld and the rotor conductors (i.e. current 
is only induced in the rotor conductors if the conductors are 
in a changing magnetic ?eld) to operate properly. 
The rotor component of the error signal spectrum can be 

determined in one of two ways. Referring to FIG. 5, one way 
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is to input the error signal sequence 59 to an FFF module 60 
which produces a phase angle or FF'I‘ spectrum 61. A 
spectrum analyzer 62 can locate the rotor component of the 
FFT spectrum at a frequency just below the stator ?ux 
frequency within the range of 27-30 Hz. 
The frequency resolution of an FFT spectrum depends on 

the sampling period over which data is collected. Thus, if a 
frequency resolution of 0.1 Hz is desired, the phase angle 
error signals must be measured over a 10 second period (i.e. 
the frequency resolution is l/T where T is the period of 
sampling). Unfortunately, if the motor speed varies during 
the sampling period, the spectral peaks on an FFT spectrum 
61 smear out and are reduced in amplitude, thus making it 
di?icult to identify and measure the degree of unbalance at 
the rotor frequency. Therefore, in most cases, this way of 
determining the rotor component from the error signal 
sequence 59 will not be used. 

The second way to determine the rotor component of the 
error signal spectrum 59 overcomes the practical problems 
of the ?rst. Referring still to FIG. 5, instead of observing the 
rotor frequency in the frequency domain, the phase angle 
errors 59 can be inputted to a 27-30 Hz bandpass ?lter 45 
which passes periodic signals within the 27-30 Hz range 
within which range the rotor component lies. In the preferred 
embodiment the band pass ?lter would be a 7-stage cascaded 
second order Butterworth digital band pass ?lter with band 
pass frequencies from 27—30 Hz. The periodic signal 46 
which emerges should be at the rotor frequency and can be 
observed in the time domain. 
The periodic signal 46 is received by an amplitude and 

frequency detector 48 which determines the signal ampli 
tude and signal frequency 49 of the periodic signal 46. The 
signal amplitude and signal frequency 49 are passed onto a 
torque equalizer 47. 

While the signal amplitude 49 does increase as rotor 
winding asymmetry increases, it has been observed through 
experimentation that given a speci?c rotor winding asym 
metry, the signal amplitude 49 decreases as motor load 
increases. Thus, the magnitude of the signal amplitude 49 is 
dependent on motor load as well as the degree of rotor , 
failure. 

The signal amplitude 49 can be made approximately 
independent of motor load by multiplying it either by the 
amplitude of the stator current, or by the instantaneous slip 
s of the motor. The slip s between the rotor frequency and the 
stator current frequency increases as motor load increases. 

As known in the art, slip s is related to the stator ?ux 
frequency fs and the rotor frequency f, by the equation: 

(19> 
fr 

Thus, the torque equalizer 47 receives the signal frequency 
f, and the stator ?ux frequency fs and uses Equation 19 to 
determine instantaneous slip 5. Then the torque equalizer 47 
multiplies the slip s and the signal amplitude 49 producing 
a rotor signal 56, the rotor signal 56 being approximately 
independent of motor load. The rotor signal 56 is received by 
an amplitude comparator 52. 
The mass storage unit (not shown) includes earlier signal 

data representative of signal data when the rotor was healthy. 
The rotor signal 56 is compared to the healthy rotor signal 
data and a rotor condition signal 54 is derived. The magni 
tude of the rotor error signal 54 corresponds to the extent of 
rotor deterioration due to loose or cracked bars or winding 
faults. The rotor condition signal 54 can be quanti?ed in any 
manner known in the art and displayed for an operator to 
evaluate. 
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As rotor winding failure is a gradual process, the above 
described method need not be continuously used. However, 
as the method is not extremely time consuming or compu 
tationally intensive, the method should probably be used on 
a daily basis to ensure proper rotor operation. 
One advantage to observing the degree of unbalance in 

the time domain is that adequate accuracy can be achieved 
by sampling over a period of approximately 1 second, rather 
than the 10 seconds that are needed in the frequency domain. 
A related advantage is that the periodic rotor signal 46 
follows speed changes in the motor due to load variation 
fairly directly, though with some delay due to the response _ 
of the band pass ?lter 45. There is no smearing out effect to 
make the signal less distinct due to speed changes, as when 
the FFT module 60 is used, so that frequency and amplitude 
measurements may easily be made. 
The present invention also includes a method for predict 

ing rotor winding failure. In a preferred method, a motor 
controller provides stator winding currents at a frequency of 
60 Hz and indicates zero crossing times when each current 
is zero. The controller also provides a set of healthy rotor 
signal data, an acceptable rotor condition value, and a 
sampling period. The motor has 4 poles and the method 
comprises the steps of receiving consecutive zero crossing 
times from the motor controller, subtracting each zero 
crossing time from a preceding consecutive zero crossing 
time to produce a plurality of difference values, subtracting 
1/6th of the stator winding current cycle period from each 
difference value to produce a plurality of error signals, each 
error signal indicating the variation period between consecu 
tive current zero crossings, the plurality of error signals 
together fornring an error signal sequence, passing the error 
signal sequence through a bandpass ?lter having a pass band 
between 27 and 30 Hz to produce a rotor signal component, 
determining the signal frequency and signal amplitude of the 
rotor component, dividing the signal frequency by 30 Hz to 
produce a frequency ratio, subtracting the frequency ratio 
from the integer one to produce a slip value, multiplying the 
rotor signal amplitude by the slip value (or by the stator 
current amplitude) to produce a rotor signal which is 
approximately dependent on the degree of rotor winding 
failure but independent of load torque, comparing the rotor 
signal to the healthy rotor signal data to produce a rotor 
condition signal indicative of deterioration of the degree of 
rotor and displaying the rotor condition signal for an opera 
tor to examine. 

Predicting Stator Failure From Error Signal Spectrum 
Beside being helpful in predicting rotor winding failure, 

the error signal sequence 59 can also be used along with 
other controller calculations to predict stator winding fail 
ure. 

Importantly, if there is a current component at frequency 
fume," then that current component will appear at the 
frequency f in the error signal spectrum 61 given by: 

where K is an integer, fsupply is the supply frequency, and 
fmmplg is the sampling frequency. Since the measurements 
needed to generate the error signal spectrum 59 are taken at 
current zero crossings, the sampling frequency fmmple is 
locked to the supply frequency fsupply. Because there are six 
zero crossings during each supply cycle, fmmple is 6fs 
and Equation 20 can be rewritten: 

upply 

1 21 
in: = am. - (1 - ?Kmwiyl; 0 ; fa.- < 7 12m’. ( ) 

In Equation 21, the sign of fame," is positive for positive 
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sequence currents and negative for negative sequence cur 
rents. Consequently, the effect of odd harmonic currents 
arising from supply unbalance or stator asymmetry is to 
produce a frequency component in the phase angle spectrum 
at Zfmwly for the negative sequence current components, and 
no component for the positive sequence components. 

Just as information concerning unbalance due to rotor 
winding asymmetry could be derived by analyzing the error 
signal spectrum within the range of the rotor speed frequen 
cies (27-30 Hz), information concerning unbalance due to 
stator winding asymmetry can be derived by analyzing the 
error signal spectrum at 2fsupply. 

Referring to FIGS. 5 and 6, the phase angle errors 59 are 
supplied to a band pass ?lter 71 which passes the stator 
component 72 at ZfSuWIy. In the preferred embodiment, 
where the supply frequency is 60 Hz, the ?lter 71 passes the 
stator component at 120 Hz. Next, an amplitude detector 73 
determines a harmonic amplitude 74 of the stator component 
72. 

While the rotor is normally the only source of unbalance 
in its frequency range, unbalance in both the supply itself 
and in the stator windings can be sources of disturbances at 
the 2fsupply frequency. Therefore, in order to determine the 
extent of unbalance due to stator winding failure, the effects 
of the supply on harmonic amplitude 74 must be separated 
from the effect of the stator windings. 

Referring again to FIG. 1, to separate the unbalance due 
to the stator windings from the unbalance due to the supply, 
as the voltage sensor 23 receives supply line voltages 
through resistors 78, 80, and 82 to determine current zero 
crossing times, it also isolates the supply voltage signal from 
each line 14, 16, 18 and provides those signals to the 
microprocessor 19 along line 11. 

Referring again to FIG. 6, an attenuator 69 receives the 
supply voltage signals 11 and steps them down to an 
acceptable level for analog to digital conversion. An analog 
to digital converter 76 receives the attenuated signals 75 and 
produces a string of digital signals 77 which are passed 
through a low pass ?lter 94 that extracts the fundamental 
component 95 of each supply line voltage. 
A symmetrical component analyzer 96 receives the fun 

damental components 95 and calculates a voltage ratio 97 of 
negative sequence over positive sequence supply voltage. As 
well known in the art, in order to derive the negative and 
positive sequence voltages, the fundamental components 95 
of all three supply line voltage signals are placed together on 
the same axis. 
To derive the negative sequence voltage, two of the 

fundamental components 95 are shifted to cancel out the 
effects of the positive sequence voltage. To derive the 
positive sequence voltage, two of the fundamental compo 
nents are shifted in a diiferent manner to cancel out the 
effects of the negative sequence voltage. The symmetrical 
component analyzer 96 divides the negative by the positive 
sequence voltages to obtain the voltage ratio 97. 
A point comparator 98 receives both the voltage ratio 97 

and the harmonic amplitude 74, combines the two into a 
coordinate pair and compares the coordinate pair to stator 
signal data stored in the mass storage unit (not shown). 

Referring to FIG. 7, a graph of representative stator signal 
data can be observed. On the graph, voltage ratio 97 is 
plotted on the X-axis while harmonic amplitude 74 is plotted 
on the Y-axis. The curves 100, 101, 102, and 103 represent 
the stator signal data for stator windings having di?erent 
degrees of stator winding failure. 
The data which describes curves 100, 101, 102, and 103 

is generated by employing a motor wherein the degree of 
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stator winding failure can be controlled. The voltage ratio is 
varied by controlling the individual supply voltages 14, 16, 
18 by means of variable transformers to simulate supply 
unbalance. Curve 100 consists of voltage ratios 97 and 
harmonic amplitudes 74 generated for the motor without 
stator winding failure. Curve 101 consists of data generated 
for the motor with only a slightly unbalanced stator, (the 
unbalance being simulated by placing a small light bulb 
across two stator windings). Curve 102 consists of data 
generated for the motor with worse unbalance (simulated by 
a medium sized light bulb). And curve 103 consists of data 
generated with considerable unbalance (simulated by a 
relatively large light bulb). 

In practice, variations in the supply voltage ratio would 
occur naturally due to unbalanced loading in the three 
phases due to the multitude of different equipment con 
nected to the lines, which would vary throughout the day. If 
data is collected at different times of the day, different points 
on curve 100 could gradually be accumulated. The line 
would then represent the motor in its early life when in good 
condition. If this is repeated throughout the life of the motor, 
as the condition of the winding insulation deteriorates, and 
unbalance results, the curve would gradually take the form 
of 101, then 102—its intersection with the vertical axis 
representing the gradual deterioration in the condition of the 
motor. 

Preferably, stator signal data is generated and stored in the 
mass storage unit which describes many more curves on the 
graph in FIG. 7 so that the coordinate pair derived will 
closely match one point on a distinct curve. 

Importantly, when the supply voltage is balanced there is 
no negative sequence voltage component. Thus, where the 
voltage ratio 97 on the graph in FIG. 7 is zero (i.e. on the 
Y~axis), the harmonic amplitude 74 is due solely to stator 
winding failure. At point 105, where curve 100 crosses the 
Y-axis, stator winding unbalance is the sole origin of the 
harmonic amplitude 74. Similarly, the harmonic amplitudes 
74 at the points where the other curves 101, 102, and 103 
cross the Y-axis are entirely due to stator winding unbalance. 
When the point comparator 98 compares the coordinate 

pair to the stator signal data, the point comparator locates a 
point on one of the curves 100,‘ 101, 102, or 103 which 
corresponds closely to the coordinate pair. Next, the point 
comparator 98 associates the coordinate pair with one of the 
curves 100, 101, 102, or 103 and produces a curve signal 99. 
The curve signal 99 is received by an amplitude axis 

locator 110 which determines harmonic amplitude 74 at the 
point where the curve 100, 101, 102, or 103 associated with 
the curve signal 99 crosses the harmonic amplitude axis. The 
amplitude axis locator 110 produces a stator error signal 111 
indicative of the harmonic amplitude 74 on the harmonic 
amplitude axis. 
As the supply line voltage is balanced at the points where 

the curves 100, 101, 102, and 103 cross the harmonic 
amplitude axis, the stator error signal 111 will be propor 
tional to the unbalance caused by stator winding failure. 
Thus, by observing changes in the stator error signal 111 
over the course of time, stator winding failure can be 
observed and predicted. 
The invention also includes a method to be used with a 

motor controller, the motor controller providing three phase 
supply line voltages and stator winding currents at a fre 
quency of 60 Hz and indicating zero crossing times when 
each current is zero, the controller also providing a set of 
stator signal data and a sampling period of approximately 
one second, the motor being of a design having 4 poles. The 
method predicts stator winding failure and comprises the 
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steps of receiving consecutive zero crossing times from the 
motor controller, subtracting each zero crossing time from a 
preceding consecutive zero crossing time to produce a 
plurality of difference values, subtracting 1Asth of the stator 
period from each difference value to produce a plurality of 
error signals, the error signals together forming an error 
signal spectrum, passing the error signal spectrum through a 
bandpass ?lter passing the signal component at 120 Hz to 
produce a stator component, determining a harmonic ampli 
tude of the stator component, the harmonic amplitude being 
the ?rst element in a coordinate pair, sampling supply 
voltages over the sampling period, splitting the supply 
voltages into a positive sequence voltage and a negative 
sequence voltage, dividing the negative sequence voltage by 
the positive sequence voltage to produce a voltage ratio, the 
voltage ratio being the second coordinate in the coordinate 
pair, the harmonic amplitude and the voltage ratio together 
forming a coordinate pair, and comparing the coordinate pair 
to the stator signal data to produce a stator error signal. 
The functionality of the control module 34 can also be 

implemented in software and used with already existing 
control modules 34. For example, as most smart motor 
controllers already monitor stator current zero crossing 
times and supply voltages, and most controllers control, and 
thus know, 7 values, the microprocessor 19 can be used with 
the equations of the present invention and the data stored in 
the mass storage unit to determine rotor and stator winding 
asymmetry without additional sampling and without the 
need for additional hardware. 

It should be understood that the above described embodi 
ments are simply illustrative of the principles of this inven 
tion. Various other modi?cations and changes may be made 
by those skilled in the art which will embody the principals 
of the invention and fall within the spirit and scope thereof. 
For example, the apparatus of the present invention may 
include a module which receives both the rotor error signals 
54 and the stator error signals 111, determines whether or not 
the error signals are within an acceptable error range, and if 
not, excites an alarm which indicates winding failure. In the 
alternative, the module could excite the alarm only when 
winding asymmetry experiences a rapid deterioration which 
might be more indicative of the sudden occurrence of a 
serious winding failure problem. 

In addition, the method and apparatus of the present 
invention could be used with any type of motor, independent 
of pole and winding design, and independent of the fre 
quency at which the motor operates. In order to appraise the ' 
public of the many embodiments that may fall within the 
scope of the invention, the following claims are made. 
We claim: 
1. A method to be used with a motor controller, the motor 

controller providing stator winding currents at a frequency 
of X cycles per second and indicating zero crossing times 
when each current is zero, a set of ideal rotor signal data, an 
acceptable rotor error value, and a sampling period, the 
motor being of a design having p poles, the method pre 
dicting rotor winding failure, the method comprising the 
steps of: 

generating a sequence of error signals over the sampling 
period, each error signal indicating the period between 
consecutive current zero crossings, the plurality of 
error signals together forming an error signal spectrum; 
analyzing the error signal spectrum to determine a 
signal amplitude of a rotor component within a region 
of interest, the region of interest being frequencies 
between K((2X/p)—n) and K(2X/p) Hz, where n is less 
than 2x/p and K is an integer; 
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determining a slip value indicating the difference in stator 
current frequency and the rotor frequency; 

multiplying the signal amplitude by the slip value to 
produce a rotor signal; and 

comparing the rotor signal to the ideal rotor signal data to 
produce a rotor error signal indicative of the degree of 
rotor failure. 

2. The method as recited in claim 1 wherein the controller 
provides a stator period and the step of generating a plurality 
of error signals includes the steps of: 

receiving consecutive zero crossing times from the motor 
controller; 

subtracting each zero crossing time from a preceding 
consecutive zero crossing time to produce a plurality of 
difference values; and 

subtracting 1/6th of the stator period from each difference 
value to produce the plurality of error signals. 

3. The method as recited in claim 1 wherein the step of 
analyzing the error signal sequence includes the step of 
determining a signal frequency of said rotor component and 
the step of determining a slip value includes the steps of 
dividing the signal frequency by K(2X/p) to produce a 
frequency ratio and subtracting the frequency ratio from the 
integer one to produce the slip value. 

4. The method as recited in claim 1 wherein the controller 
provides a slip value and the step of determining a slip 
includes the step of receiving the slip value from the 
controller. 

5. The method as recited in claim 3 wherein the step of 
analyzing the error signal sequence includes the steps of 
passing the error signal sequence through a bandpass ?lter to 
obtain the rotor component having a frequency within the 
region of interest and determining the frequency and ampli» 
tude of the rotor component to ascertain the signal frequency 
and the signal amplitude. 

6. The method as recited in claim 3 wherein the step of 
analyzing the error signal spectrum includes the steps of 
performing a fast Fourier transform on the error signal 
spectrum to produce an FFT spectrum and examining the 
FFT spectrum within the frequency region of interest to ?nd 
the signal frequency and the signal amplitude. 

7. The method as recited in claim 1 wherein p is 4, X is 
60, n'is at most 3, K is 1 and the predetermined period is 
approximately one second. 

8. The method as recited in claim 1 further including the 
step of displaying the rotor error signal. 

9. An apparatus to be used with a motor controller, the 
motor controller providing stator winding currents at a 
frequency of X Hz and indicating zero crossing times when 
each current is zero, a set of ideal rotor signal data, an 
acceptable rotor error value, and a sampling period, the 
motor being of a design having p poles, the apparatus for 
predicting rotor winding failure, the apparatus comprising: 

a period calculator to receive consecutive zero crossing 
times from the controller over the sampling period, 
subtracts each zero crossing time from a preceding 
consecutive zero crossing time to produce a plurality of 
difference values, and subtracts 1/6th of the stator wind 
ing current cycle period from each difference value to 
produce a plurality of error signals, the plurality of 
error signals together forming an error signal sequence; 

a frequency analyzer to analyze the error signal sequence 
to determine a signal amplitude of a rotor component 
within a frequency region of interest between K((2X/ 
p)—n) and K(2X/p) Hz, where n is less than 2X/p and 
K is an integer; 
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a slip calculator to determines a slip value indicating the 

difference in stator winding current frequency and the 
rotor frequency; 

a rotor calculator to multiply the signal amplitude by the 
slip value to produce a rotor signal; and 

a comparator to compare the rotor condition signal to the 
rotor condition signal of the motor when it was healthy 
to produce a rotor error signal indicative of the degree 
of rotor failure. 

10. The apparatus as recited in claim 9 wherein the 
frequency analyzer also analyzes the error signal sequence 
to determine a signal frequency of said rotor component and 
the slip calculator includes a divider to divide the signal 
frequency by K(2X/p) to produce a frequency ratio and a 
subtractor to subtract the frequency ratio from the integer 
one to produce the slip value. 

11. The apparatus as recited in claim 10 wherein the 
frequency analyzer includes: 

a bandpass ?lter having a bandpass to receive the error 
signal sequence and pass the rotor component having a 
frequency within the region of interest; 

a frequency indicator that determines me signal frequency 
by determining the frequency of the rotor component; 
and 

an amplitude indicator that determines the signal ampli 
tude by determining the amplitude of the rotor com 
ponent. 

12. The apparatus as recited in claim 9 wherein the 
controller provides a slip value and the slip calculator 
determines the slip value by receiving the slip value from the 
controller. 

13. The apparatus as recited in claim 9 wherein p is 4, X 
is 60, n is 3, K is 1, and the predetermined period is 
approximately one second. 

14. A method to be used with a motor controller, the motor 
controller providing stator winding currents at a frequency 
of 60 Hz and indicating .zero crossing times when each 
current is zero, a set of ideal rotor signal data, an acceptable 
rotor error value, and a sampling period, the motor being of 
a design having 4 poles, the method predicting rotor winding 
failure, the method comprising the steps of: 

receiving consecutive zero crossing times from the motor 
controller; 

subtracting each zero crossing time from a preceding 
consecutive zero crossing time to produce a plurality of 
difference values; 

subtracting lAsth of the stator winding current cycle period 
from each difference value to produce a plurality of 
error signals, each error signal indicating the period 
between consecutive current zero crossings, the plural 
ity of error signals together fornring an error signal 
sequence; 

passing the error signal sequence through a bandpass ?lter 
having a bandpass between 27 and 30 Hz to produce a 
rotor component; 

determining a signal frequency and a signal amplitude of 
the rotor component; 

dividing the signal frequency by 30 to produce a fre 
quency ratio; 

subtracting the frequency ratio from the integer one to 
produce a slip value; 

multiplying the signal amplitude by the slip value to 
produce a rotor condition signal; 

comparing the rotor condition signal to the healthy rotor 
condition signal data to produce a rotor error signal; 
and 
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displaying the rotor error signal. 
15. A method to be used with a motor controller, the motor 

controller providing three phase supply line voltages and 
stator winding currents at a frequency of X Hz and indicat 
ing zero crossing times when each current is zero, the 
controller also providing a set of stator signal data and a 
sampling period, the motor being of a design having p poles, 
the method predicting stator winding failure, the method 
comprising the steps of: 

generating a plurality of error signals over the sampling 
period, each error signal indicating the time between 
consecutive current zero crossings, the plurality of 
error signals together forming an error signal sequence; 

analyzing the error signal sequence to determine a har 
monic amplitude of a stator component of the error 
signal spectrum at 2X Hz, the harmonic amplitude 
being the ?rst element in a coordinate pair; 

sampling supply voltages over the sampling period; 
splitting the supply voltages into a positive sequence 

voltage and a negative sequence voltage; 
dividing the negative sequence voltage by the positive 

sequence voltage to produce a voltage ratio, the voltage 
ratio being the second coordinate in the coordinate pair, 
the harmonic amplitude and the voltage ratio together 
forming a coordinate pair; and 

comparing the coordinate pair to the stator signal data to 
produce a stator error signal. ‘ 

16. The method as recited in claim 15 wherein the step of 
generating a plurality of stator error signals includes the 
steps of: 

receiving consecutive zero crossing times from the motor 
controller; 

subtracting each zero crossing time from a preceding 
consecutive zero crossing time to produce a plurality of 
difference values; and 

subtracting 1Asth of the stator period from each di?erence 
value to produce the plurality of error signals. 

17. The method as recited in claim 15 wherein the step of 
sampling the supply voltages includes the step of sampling 
all three of the supply line voltages consecutively, and the 
step of splitting the supply voltage includes the steps of: 

passing each supply voltage signal through an analog to 
digital converter producing three digital voltage sig 
nals; 

passing the digital voltage signals through a low pass ?lter 
to produce three fundamental voltage signals; 

shifting the phase of two of the fundamental voltage 
signals to produce a positive sequence voltage signal 
wherein the negative sequence voltage is canceled out; 
and 

shifting the phase of two of the fundamental voltage 
signals to produce a negative sequence voltage signal 
wherein the positive sequence voltage is canceled out. 

18. The method as recited in claim 15 wherein the set of 
stator signal data includes data describing a series of curves 
on a graph, each curve representing voltage ratios plotted 
against harmonic amplitudes for a speci?c degree of stator 
winding fault, the degree of stator winding fault being 
different for each curve, and the step of comparing the 
coordinate pair to the stator signal data includes the steps of: 

locating a coordinate point on one of the curves, the 
coordinate point corresponding to the coordinate pair; 

determining a point curve, said point curve being the 
curve on which said coordinate point is located; 
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correlating the point curve with a speci?c degree of stator 

winding fault; and 
producing the stator error signal. 
19. The method as recited in claim 18 wherein the set of 

stator signal data also includes stator error data indicating 
harmonic amplitudes for each curve where the voltage ratio 
is zero, and the step of determining on which curve said 
coordinate is located includes the steps of: 

determining the harmonic amplitude on said curve when 
the voltage ratio is zero to produce a zero amplitude 
signal; and 

comparing the zero amplitude signal to the stator error 
data to produce the stator error signal. 

20. An apparatus to be used with a motor controller, the 
motor controller providing three phase supply line voltages 
and stator winding currents at a frequency of X Hz and 
indicating zero crossing times when each current is zero, the 
controller also providing a set of stator signal data and a 
sampling period, the motor being of a design having p poles, 
the apparatus for predicting stator winding failure, the 
apparatus comprising: 

a period calculator that receives consecutive zero crossing 
times from the controller over the sampling period, 
subtracts each zero crossing time from a preceding 
consecutive zero crossing time to produce a plurality of 
difference values, and subtracts 1Asth of the stator wind 
ing supply voltage cycle period from each difference 
value to produce a plurality of error signals the error 
signals together forming an error signal sequence; 

a frequency analyzer to analyzes the error signal sequence 
to determine a harmonic amplitude of a stator compo 
nent at 2X Hz, the harmonic amplitude being the ?rst 
element in a coordinate pair; 

a sensor for sampling supply voltages over the sampling 
period; 

a voltage splitter that splits the supply voltages into a 
positive sequence voltage and a negative sequence 
voltage; 

a voltage divider that divides the negative sequence 
voltage by the positive sequence voltage to produce a 
voltage ratio, the voltage ratio being the second coor 
dinate in the coordinate pair, the harmonic amplitude 
and the voltage ratio together forming a coordinate 
Pair; 

a comparator that compares the coordinate pair to the 
stator signal data to produce a stator error signal; and 

a display which receives and displays the stator error 
signal. 

21. The apparatus as recited in claim 20 wherein the set 
of stator signal data includes data describing a series of 
curves on a graph, each curve representing voltage ratios 
plotted against harmonic amplitudes for a speci?c degree of 
stator winding fault, the degree of stator winding fault being 
different for each curve, and the comparator includes: 

a point locator which places a coordinate point on one of 
the curves, the coordinate point corresponding to the 
coordinate pair; 

a curve indicator which deterrrrines on which curve said 
coordinate point is located; and 

an error signal generator which produces the stator error 
signal. 

22. A method to be used with a motor controller, the motor 
controller providing three phase supply line voltages and 
stator winding currents at a frequency of X Hz and indicat 
ing zero crossing times when each current is zero, the 
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controller also providing a set of stator signal data and a 
sampling period, the motor being of a design having p poles, 
the method predicting stator winding failure, the method 
comprising the steps of: 

receiving consecutive zero crossing times from the motor 
controller; 

subtracting each zero crossing time from a preceding 
consecutive zero crossing time to produce a plurality of 
diiference values; 

subtracting 1/6th of the stator period from each difference 
value to produce a plurality of error signals, the error 
signals together forming an error signal sequence; 

passing the error signal spectrum through a bandpass ?lter 
having a bandpass at 2X Hz to produce a stator signal; 

determining a harmonic amplitude of the stator signal, the 
harmonic amplitude being the ?rst element in a coor 
dinate pair; 

sampling supply voltages over the sampling period; 
splitting the supply voltages into a positive sequence 

voltage and a negative sequence voltage; 
dividing the negative sequence voltage by the positive 

sequence voltage to produce a voltage ratio, the voltage 
ratio being the second coordinate in the coordinate pair, 
the harmonic amplitude and the voltage ratio together 
forming a coordinate pair; and 
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comparing the coordinate pair to the stator signal data to ' 

produce a stator error signal. 
23. The method as recited in claim 22 wherein the set of 

stator signal data includes data describing a series of curves 
on a graph, each curve representing voltage ratios plotted 
against harmonic amplitudes for a speci?c degree of stator 
winding fault, the degree of stator winding fault being 
different for each curve, and the stator signal data also 
includes voltage zero data indicating harmonic amplitudes 
for each curve where the voltage ratio is zero, and the step 
of comparing the coordinate pair to the stator signal data 
includes the steps of: 

locating a coordinate point on one of the curves, the 
coordinate point corresponding to the coordinate pair; 

determining the harmonic amplitude on said curve when 
the voltage ratio is zero to produce a zero amplitude 

value; 
comparing the zero amplitude value to the voltage zero 

data to determine on which curve said coordinate point 

is located; and 
producing the stator error signal. 

=l= * * * * 


